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and carried him out. The Foreman again
went underground, this time with an oxygen
mask, as a member of a rescue party. In
the course of an extensive search of the
damaged area, four of this party had to retire
because of the effects of fumes. Later, he
entered the mine for a third time to act as
guide to rescue teams.
Eventually, he
had to be assisted into the open suffering
from the effects of fumes. Foreman Salt
showed great coura'ge and was indefatigable
in his efforts.
Mr. Robertson arrived at the depot within
an hour of the call for teams of the Mines
Rescue Organisation. He brought with him
Mr. Drinnan and the first rescue teams with
their Superintendent Mr. Perry. Mr. Robertson took full control and direction of the
rescue work and went underground several
times to explore the situation. By forbidding
entry into the mines except by trained teams
wearing breathing apparatus, he prevented
further loss of life. He planned the operations at a Control Centre, received reports,
called up additional teams and apparatus and
arranged for the assistance of other technical
personnel.
Mr. Robertson's courageous
leadership and firm control were largely responsible for the rescue arrangements working
so smoothly and efficiently.
Mr. Drinnan was put in charge of the
underground centre controlling the rescue
teams. With Foreman Salt as his guide,
he led in the first rescue team which continued its search until forced back by fumes.
After the arrival of Mr. Brown with the Mansfield Rescue Team, Mr. Drinnan concentrated
on methods to combat the fumes. He persisted in his efforts until all hope of finding
.any living person in the mine had been abandoned when, with the assistance of the rescue
teams, he recovered many bodies. Mr.
Drinnan throughout set a worthy example.
Mr. Brown ibrought with him two additional rescue teams and, in view of his expert
knowledge of mines rescue work, he was put
in charge of the briefing of the teams at the
.underground centre where he ably assisted
Mr. Drinnan. He carried on this work continuously for twenty-four hours.
Mr. Perry entered the mine with the first
rescue team. Because of the possibility of
saving -life by immediate action, he began
rescue operations at once, although no
stand-by team was then available to follow
up in case of accidents. He took an active
•part in the direction of subsequent teams
until he was overcome by fumes and had to
be carried out.
Arriving at the depot about 15 minutes
after the explosion Company 'Officer Elliott
•found two large stacks of incendiary bombs
well alight. He took immediate and effective
steps to prevent the fire from spreading
and, equipping his men and himself with
breathing apparatus, searched the maze of
tunnels for survivors.
Despite the many
hazards and the lack of information regarding the true position, the party remained
underground until their sets were almost
exhausted.
They then withdrew and
handed over to the first mines rescue team,
to whom they gave valuable information.
Later the Company Officer led his men down
an emergency shaft 85 feet deep and several
bodies were found and brought to the

bottom of the shaft, as were also a number
of N.F.S. personnel who- had been overcome by fumes. The team withdrew only
when their sets were exhausted. Throughout
the operations, lasting several hours, Elliott
displayed fine leadership, courage and
initiative.
Leading Fireman^ Appleby, although
affected by fumes inhaled during the preliminary fire-fighting operations, equipped
himself with breathing apparatus and
assisted in the search of the tunnels.
He was aware of the risk of failing oxygen
supply to the apparatus he was wearing, but
continued in this dangerous and arduous
work, which resulted in the recovery of
several unconscious persons. Before he
•fully recovered from the effects of the fumes
and his work in the entrance tunnels, he
again entered the mine by the emergency
shaft, without wearing breathing'apparatus.
In his attempts to recover two persons, who
afterwards proved to be dead, he was overcome by fumes and was rescued by men
wearing breathing apparatus. When partially
revived by the administration of oxygen,
Appleby continued to assist in the work of
bringing the recovered bodies up to the
surface until finally he collapsed.
As a leader of a breathing apparatus team
Leading Fireman Roden pursued the work
of exploration with calmness and courage,
and was at all times a splendid example to
his men. In addition to directing and assisting his team in the removal of exhausted men
and dead bodies, he took an active part in the
operations at the top of the shaft. When
Roden was satisfied that further efforts at this
position would be of no avail he again
entered the tunnels, this time .through the
emergency shaft and assisted in the rescue of
Appleby, as well as directing the removal of
4 bodies to the foot of the ventilating shaft.
Being almost exhausted by his efforts and the
slowly failing supply of oxygen to the breathing apparatus he was wearing, Roden was
assisted up the shaft to the open air. On
being revived with oxygen, he took an active
part in the operations at the head of the
shaft until removed to hospital suffering from
the effects of exhaustion.
Murray George Heard, Assistant Overseer,
Admiralty Outstation.
.
An explosion occurred in a Rbysfl Air Force
launch moored to a jetty. The engine-room
casing was blown off, both sides were blown
out and a fire started at the fore end of the
engine-room, which flooded rapidly. A member of the crew, who had sustained injuries,
was pinned down in the after end of the
engine-room by a large piece of timber across
his body, and his injured leg was entangled
in a quantity of electric wiring and other
debris. Water was rapidly rising round, him
and petrol fire was spreading on its surface.
The craft took a heavy list away from the
jetty, making it difficult to get on board.
Heard managed to jump on to the launch,
climbed down into the engine-room and
helped to keep the victim's head above water
and to free him. He continued until further
help came and the casualty was released and
passed to the jetty. Two minutes later the
whole engine-room space was alight with
burning petrol. Heard was well aware that

